Wishing everyone Happy Diwali and a Prosperous Samvat 2076 !
Samvat 2075 is ending with a happy note, though the year has been a mixed bag with Nifty delivering 9% return whereas the NSE Mid Cap Index
& BSE Small Cap Index down by 7% & 10%, respectively. The rise in Nifty has been concentrated benefiting only handful of stocks. Although
economic activity remains subdued and will take few more months to revive, the recent corporate tax rate cut, roll back of enhanced surcharge
on FPIs and announcement of privatisation have improved investors sentiment. Investors would now look to ‘buy on declines’ as compared to
earlier thinking of ‘sell on rise’. A hefty ‘above normal’ rainfall is a boon for Indian economy and equity markets. The cumulative measures taken
by the Government and the RBI in Samvat 2075 should help us reap the benefits in Samvat 2076.
The key drivers for the market in Samvat 2076 will be revival in consumption spending led by higher rural income (on the back of better rabi crop
output) & falling interest rates, enhanced earnings (due to steep cut in corporate tax rate) and lower base effect playing out from Mar’20 quarter.
Most central banks including RBI are cutting interest rates to revive growth and beat the slowdown. This trend could continue in the near future.
ECB and Fed would look to infuse liquidity by again buying bonds and expanding their balance sheets. In this background, we can expect FPI
flows to resume and increase further in emerging markets. We can expect better FPI flows in India in Samvat 2076 on the back of better earnings
visibility and bolder reforms like Privatisation taking place.
Breaking the last two year’s trend we can expect Mid & Small caps to outperform the Nifty/Sensex in Samvat 2076 because of their beaten down
nature and valuations. Post the recent tax cut, investors interest in broader markets should revive gradually as earnings could improve with
immediate effect while revenue growth could come with a lag of one or two quarters. Many companies have deleveraged their balance sheets
and the recent tax cut could enhance their Return of Equity (RoE). This should help in improving valuations for many companies which have
been paying full tax rate. The beaten down prices of select large and mid caps offers reasonable time window to cherry pick and accumulate
good quality stocks from a 2 year perspective. Given current sentiment and high perceived risk towards corporate governance issues, it is best
to avoid poorly governed companies with question mark on financials. Focus more on companies paying full corporate tax as earnings would
get an instant leg-up.
Based on parameters like earnings growth, return ratios and valuations many companies from the following sectors are likely to outperform in
Samvat 2076 are: Private Sector Banks, Larger NBFCs, Life Insurance, Capital Goods, Power, Gas Distribution, Home Textiles and Healthcare.
Sectors likely to underperform in Samvat 2076 are: Automobiles, Auto Ancillaries, Smaller NBFCs, Information Technology, Metals and Real
Estate.
Rusmik Oza
Head of Fundamental Research
Kotak Private Client Group
rusmik.oza@kotak.com / +91 22 62186441

Muhurat Pick – Valuation Summary
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Source: Kotak PCG & KIE* (Kotak Institutional Equities); # Federal Bank & HDFC Bank are valued on PBV or Price/BV while rest of the stocks are valued on PE.; Source: KIE India Daily dated 23rd Oct’19 and Stock Recco report of Kotak PCG dated 22nd Oct’19.

CIPLA: BUY
CMP: Rs.454

Fair Value: Rs.570

Market Cap: Rs.366 Bn



The FDA released the contents of Form 483 issued to Cipla for its Goa facility after inspection concluded on 27 Sep'19. Cipla’s Goa facility
has 10 units. Based on KIE analysis most of the 12 observations cited in the Form 483 are 'low to moderate' in criticality, and see an
escalation to OAI or warning letter as unlikely.



Cipla has received several interesting approvals over the past few quarters, including injectable products. KIE expects FY21 to maintain
launch momentum given partner launches for CiproDex, and Truvada/Atripla, with FY22 likely to have generic Advair (filing on track for
4QFY20) as well as Abraxane launches.



KIE expects FY20 revenue in domestic and exports to grow by 5% each. It expects domestic sales and exports to grow by 11% and 13%,
respectively in FY21. As per KIE estimates domestic and exports sales should account for 39% and 55%, respectively in FY20.



KEI expects EBITDA margins to improve from 18.9% in FY19 to 20.3% in FY20 and 23.1% in FY21. With better margins KIE expects EPS to
grow by 22% in FY20 and by 37% in FY21. As per KIE estimates RoAE and RoCE are expected to improve from 10.2% & 7.7% in FY19 to 14.4%
& 13.9% in FY21, respectively.



Post the recent sharp correction, Cipla is now trading at 14x FY21 P/E (17X adjusted for exclusivities), and ~8x and ~7x FY21/22 EV/EBITDA,
which KIE believes is very attractive, given the strength of the domestic franchise. Market is hardly ascribing any value to the US business.
Above valuations are based on KIE update dated 14th Oct'19.

Note: The above is brief note on the company, based on the research report and update available (dated: 14th Oct’19) on our website at:
https://www.kotaksecurities.com/research_report/recommendation/indiadaily.html

FEDERAL BANK: BUY
CMP: Rs.84

Fair Value: Rs.120

Market Cap: Rs.167 Bn



Federal Bank reported 57% YoY growth in Q2FY20 earnings majorly due to lower income tax provisions (down ~65% YoY). Pretax profit was
up 15% yoy in Q2FY20



Bank reported ~15% YoY loan growth (down from ~20% in earlier quarters). Growth in retail lending (25% YoY) and agricultural loans (20%
YoY) was robust but there was weakness in corporate loans (~8% growth from 30-40% range until 9MFY19). Overall deposit growth and
CASA growth were strong at 18% YoY and 13% YoY respectively. This resulted in 10bps increased in CASA ratio to ~32%



Gross NPL and Net NPL increased 6% and 10% QoQ to Rs.36.1 bn and Rs.18.4 bn respectively. Gross NPLs and Net NPLs stood at 3.1% and
1.6%, respectively at the end of Q2FY20. Slippages were higher at Rs.5.4 bn (1.9% of loans). Bank has ~ 15% exposure to HFCs and NBFC.
98% of HFC exposure and 97% of NBFC exposure are ‘A’ rated and above.



KIE forecasts: loans to will grow at ~15% CAGR over FY19-20E. NIM to marginally increase by 10bps over FY19-22E to 2.8%. Gross NPL to
remain broadly stable at around 3% levels until FY22E. CASA ratio to remain in the range of ~32-33% driven by 15% CASA CAGR over FY1922E



KIE maintains its BUY rating on the stock with fair value of Rs.120 (from Rs.130) valuing the bank at ~1.7X book and 13X September 2021E
EPS for RoEs in the range of ~14% in the medium term and strong earnings growth of ~25% CAGR in FY19-22E.

Note: The above is brief note on the company, based on the research report and update dated 17th Oct’19 and available on our website at:
https://www.kotaksecurities.com/research_report/recommendation/indiadaily.html

HDFC LTD: ADD
CMP: Rs.2115

Fair Value: Rs.2375

Market Cap: Rs.3652 Bn



HDFC’s 1QFY20 performance was moderate on account of muted growth in non-retail book and higher funding costs even as stable retail
business growth and asset quality performance were positives. KIE expects medium-term growth to come from affordable housing
business.



HDFC is better placed as compared to its peers as other HFC's are struggling to raise resources due to large high-risk/developer loan book
and higher leverage. This helps in facing competition from banks that are cutting lending rates.



Individual loan growth maintained steady pace and was up 17% yoy in Q1FY20. However, Non-individual loan growth has dropped in past
few quarters. KIE expects HDFC’s interest spread to moderate a bit yoy in FY20E and inch up by FY2E end.



KIE forecasts based on Q1F20 update: AUM likely to grow at ~16% CAGR over FY21-22E. Gross Stage -3 loans to remain stable around 1.41.5% over FY19-22E. With low leverage due to recently mobilized capital, core RoE in the near term should be muted at 15-16%.



The revised SOTP target of KIE, post tax cut announced by the Government works to Rs.2375. KIE has valued the core business at 2.4x
book, valued HDFC Life and HDFC Bank at fair value estimates and other businesses at market value (with 10-15% holding-company
discount).

Note: The above is brief note on the company, based on the research report and updates available (dated: 2nd Aug’19, and 23rd Sept’19)
on our website at https://www.kotaksecurities.com/research_report/recommendation/indiadaily.html

PETRONET LNG LTD.: BUY
CMP: Rs.275

Fair Value: Rs.320

Market Cap: Rs.412 Bn



PLNG’s re-gasification capacity expansion project by 2.5 mtpa at Dahej terminal was commissioned on June 25, 2019. Post Q1FY20 results,
management has indicated that Dahej terminal is operating near full capacity of 17.5 mtpa.



KIE expect ramp-up in volumes, driven by expansion of Dahej and increase in utilization of Kochi post pipeline commissioning. PLNG is
targeting to secure long-term LNG supplies at low cost (optimistically at sub-US$6/mn BTU landed in India) amid favorable environment
currently to partly substitute its RasGas volumes post expiry of contract in CY28.



KIE seeks comfort from PLNG's prudence in de-risking its business model so far (1) back-to-back long-term off-take arrangement for
RasGas/Gorgon contracts, (2) full placement of Dahej’s 5 mtpa capacity expansion through tolling contracts, (3) seeking long-term off-take
contracts for the proposed Bangladesh LNG project, and (4) rational bidding for CGD projects.



KIE expects LNG volume to increase from 16.6 mmtpa in FY19 to 17.8 mmtpa in FY20E and 18.8 mmtpa in FY21E. It expects free cash flow
of Rs. 34.5 bn in FY20E, Rs.34.4 bn in FY21E and Rs.36.7 bn in FY22E. Debt/Equity (%) to reduce from 16% in FY19 to 5% in FY22E.



Based on KIE estimates EPS is expected to grow by 22.5% in FY20E and 14.8% in FY21E. KIE expects ARoE to improve significantly from
19.4% in FY19 to 23.3% in FY21E. KIE values Petronet LNG at Rs.320 using DCF methodology. (Based on report dated 23rd Sep’19).

Note: The above is brief note on the company, based on the research report and update available (dated: 9th Aug’19 and 23rd Sep’19) on our
website at: https://www.kotaksecurities.com/research_report/recommendation/indiadaily.html

PNC INFRATECH LTD.: BUY
CMP: Rs.172

Fair Value: Rs.264

Market Cap: Rs.44.1 Bn



PNC Infratech Ltd (PNC) is present in the business of construction and infrastructure development with expertise in highways, bridges,
flyovers, airport runways, development of industrial areas, etc. PNC is executing road projects on EPC contract basis and is also operating
6 BOT projects, 1 OMT project and developing 7 HAM road projects.



PNC has robust total order book of Rs.119 bn (including HAM projects where appointed date not yet received) at the end of Q1FY20. This
order book is 3.8x its FY19 revenue and gives very strong revenue growth visibility for the next 2-3 years.



PNC has strong pipeline of projects in road space which will support its future order book. The company is targeting to add new projects
worth Rs.70-80 bn in FY20E based on new bids expected from NHAI and state government related to expressways.



PNC has infused Rs.2.8 bn equity in HAM projects at the end of Q1FY20 and further requires Rs.5.5 bn of equity in the next 2-3 years. The
company does not see any problem in meeting equity commitment in HAM projects as it has strong cash generation and has low net debt.



PNC has guided for over 45-50% YoY revenue growth in FY20E with EBITDA margins of 13.5-14% based on strong order book and execution
timeline. Our Buy rating on the stock is based on sum of the parts based target price of Rs.264. This includes Rs.223 per share value of EPC
business (valued at 12x FY21E EPS) and Rs.41 per share value of BOT/HAM (valued at 1x BV).

Note: The above is brief note on the company, based on the research reports dated 16th August 2019 and 24th Sept 2019 and available on our
website at: https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/ResearchCall/Fundamental

POWER GRID: BUY
CMP: Rs.205

Fair Value: Rs.235

Market Cap: Rs.1073 Bn



Power Grid reported revenue of Rs.88 bn (+6% yoy), EBITDA of Rs.79 bn (+11% yoy) and PAT of Rs.24 bn (+8% yoy) in Q1FY20. Change in
accounting policy and higher tax rate led to lower net income in Q1FY20.



Power Grid’s total transmission network including subsidiaries as of June 30, 2019 comprised 158,808 ckm of transmission lines, 246 substations and 375,142 MVA of transmission capacity. Power Grid has work in hands of over Rs.630 bn (Rs.510 bn on standalone basis and
Rs.120 bn of subsidiaries), which is 1.7x of FY19 net sales.



Post Q1FY20 results management had guided for a capex spend of Rs.150 bn for FY20. KIE expects asset capitalization of Rs.220 bn in
FY20E and Rs.250 bn in FY21E as compared to Rs.193 bn in FY19. Visibility of projects beyond FY22E will likely improve closer to end of
FY20 with a likely spike in approval and ordering activity.



KIE expects the company’s EPS go up from Rs.21 in FY20E, Rs.23 in FY21E and Rs.25 in FY22E. As per KIE estimates RoE of the company
should average ~17% between FY19-21E.



KIE has fair value of Rs.235/share based on March 2021E DCF. KIE is building in a high growth earnings trajectory for the company up to
FY22E based on incremental project visibility.

Note: The above is brief note on the company, based on the research report and update available (dated: 6th Aug’19) on our website at:
https://www.kotaksecurities.com/research_report/recommendation/indiadaily.html

VIP INDUSTRIES LTD.: BUY
CMP: Rs.471

Fair Value: Rs.555

Market Cap: Rs.66.6 Bn



The company’s VIP brand contributes ~45% of net sales, followed by Skybags, which contributes ~27%, brands like Aristocrat and Alfa
contribute ~20% and the balance is from brands like Carlton and Caprese.



A network of 1,000 dealers and 100 distributors (reaching 1,000 retailers), 250 exclusive brand outlets, 250 franchisees,1,000 modern trade
outlets and ecommerce has ensured wider distribution of VIP products. Each of VIP brands including VIP, Aristrocrat, Skybags, Carlton and
Capresse have a strong brand recall and continue to do well.



We estimate VIP to continue to focus on strong brand visibility by spending around 5-6% of sales on ad spends over FY19 to FY21E giving
more thrust to the brand.



VIP exports to countries such as UK, Europe, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait and the Asia Pacific and is also looking at expanding its footprint in newer
geographies exploring more revenue avenues.



For soft Luggage raw material, management wants to reduce dependency on China in the long run and has setup a manufacturing facility
in Bangladesh and is looking to expand it.



We are assuming crude to average US$65/barrel in FY20 and raw material situation to be favourable for VIP leading to margin expansion.
Recommend BUY with a target price of Rs.555 valuing the stock at 39x FY20E earnings

Note: The above is brief note on the company, based on the research reports dated 13th Sept 2019 and available on our website at:
https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/ResearchCall/Fundamental

RATING SCALE (PRIVATE CLIENT GROUP)
Definitions of ratings
BUY

– We expect the stock to deliver more than 15% returns over the next 12 months

ADD

– We expect the stock to deliver 5% - 15% returns over the next 12 months

REDUCE

– We expect the stock to deliver -5% - +5% returns over the next 12 months

SELL

– We expect the stock to deliver < -5% returns over the next 12 months

NR

– Not Rated. Kotak Securities is not assigning any rating or price target to the stock. The report has been prepared for information purposes only.

RS

– Rating Suspended. Kotak Securities has suspended the investment rating and price target for this stock, either because there is not a Sufficient fundamental basis for determining,
or there are legal, regulatory or policy constraints around publishing, an investment rating or target. The previous investment rating and price target, if any, are no longer in effect for this
stock and should not be relied upon.

NA

– Not Available or Not Applicable. The information is not available for display or is not applicable

NM

– Not Meaningful. The information is not meaningful and is therefore excluded.

NOTE

– Our target prices are with a 12-month perspective. Returns stated in the rating scale are our internal benchmark.
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